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The Problem
The pipeline industry today is often faced with
costly design or construction mistakes resulting in
pipes failing, time-consuming litigation, and premature aging of infrastructure, taxing (literally) the
public coffers that often fund the systems. Contemporary pipeline technology can produce extremely reliable and cost-effective systems and yet
many outcomes are compromised due to limited
resources to keep industry professionals current on
advances in the field. Additionally, utilities and
municipalities are not taking advantage of the
potential to collaborate in order to build solutions
together. As a result roads ripped up multiple
times as each utility lays pipe solely to meet its
specific purpose. However, you as an engineering
professional can address the challenges and bring
new opportunities into play by integrating the
latest advances and thinking into your work.

A New and Extensive Resource
I am delighted to offer you a wonderful opportunity to order your own copy of my new book
“Advances in Underground Pipeline Design,
Construction and Management.” The primary
goal of my new book is to familiarize owners, utilities, engineers and contractors interested in pipeline design, construction and asset management
with the recent body of knowledge and to alert
them to common problems. In 400+ pages, I
have documented, in SI and Imperial Units side-by
-side, many valuable lessons I learned over 37
years working on over 300 pipelines around the
world.

Why A New Book Now?
It is not easy for a design engineer to select the
most suitable type of pipe for a particular project
because of the following reasons:
• The lack of formal classes in underground pipeline design, construction and management in any
of the world’s universities.
• Inadequate understanding of the pipe - soil interaction principles.
• The wide ranging behavior of pipe materials.
• Claims and counterclaims of pipe manufacturers.
• Inconsistent design standards, sometimes by the
same governing body, for different pipe materials.
• Political pressure brought on the engineer by
pipe interest groups.

In Mother’s Words
“What you shall learn, son, in your life could barely
fill your right palm, while what remains to be
grasped is as big as this universe.”
This book is arranged in the order in which I
taught the material around the world from 19841997 in hotels and in the conference rooms of
leading utilities, to more than 5,000 owners, utilities, regulatory officials, pipe manufacturers, pipe
trade associations, engineers and contractors. To
protect the integrity of the content, the course was
offered truly independently of any vendor participation or sponsorship. This was the only course of
this type in the world providing information on
recent advances in pipeline materials, design, construction, and rehabilitation year-after-year. Often,
an engineer attending more gained enormous
value each time, due to the evolving nature of the
content. Unlike seminars by pipe interest groups
where what you see on the screen is often printed
in their seminar notes, in this book, I have inContinued on next page
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cluded material which will require readers to think on their own, and
rely on their own engineering judgment to question what they have
been doing for years and what they have been told by others.
There are 15 chapters and 10 appendices of excel sheets of pipe
designs and sample full length technical specifications. You will find
this book extremely valuable in your work.

What Others Are Saying About The Book
& Dr. Jey’s Seminars
“Dr. Jey is a world class civil engineer, writer, speaker, and a tireless
teacher, with an amazing grasp on common sense approaches to
problem solving. I was amazed by the numerous practical lessons
recorded in this book and given my life as a contractor on underground pipelines for over 40 years, I am certain this book will become the pipeline practitioner’s bible.” Michael C. Welch,

President, Chief Executive Officer and the Chairman of the Board, BRB Contractors, Inc., Topeka, Kansas, USA.
Owners, engineers and contractors who have attended seminars have this to say about the contents of this book:
• “Highly recommended for anyone in the water, sewer, gas, pipe industry, or government." Tanya Wiley, City of Port-

land, OR

•
•

"Excellent look at trench1ess methods and pipe products." Mike Flick, Wastewater Dept., Denver, CO

•

"Your energy and enthusiasm toward pipe materials and new installation technologies is very contagious." Doug

"Especially useful in evaluating new technologies for their pluses and minuses, which salespersons don’t present.”

Tom Caufield, City of Portland, OR
Knight, Rutherford & Chekene, San Francisco, CA

You can order by choosing the tab on the left named Authoritative Book at www.civicwww.civic-enterprises.com and
pay using your credit card through the secure paypal system. We will pay for shipping and handling.
Or you can print and mail this order form with a check.
Here is the order for my own copy of the book “Advances in Underground Pipeline Design, Construction and Manage_______
ment,” and a check in the amount of US
$260 is attached for each copy. Quantity ordered _________
NOW $170!
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